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ABSTRACT 

 
 To reduce recognition errors in handwritten text, its good idea to use one-line-shapes for letters other than the originals but similar to 
it. This method was introduced first for English language, named Graffitti, by Jeffrey Hawkins. That makes online recognition 

performance very high and very fast. This paper suggests one-line-shapes for all Arabic letters, and a very efficient algorithm to recognize 

these shapes. Using this new method database was reduced dramatically. To achieve a suitable recognition rate it's enough to use 1-3 
shapes for every letter.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Graffiti was developed by Jeff Hawkins, By 

using a simpler alphabet, computers could easily 

recognize handwriting[1]. 

 Graffiti is an essentially single-stroke shorthand 

handwriting recognition system. The original English 

version is based primarily on a neography of upper-

case characters. Complexities have been removed 

from difficult letters as "A'" "F", "K" and "T", all 

difficult letters drawn without any need to match up a 

cross-stroke (see Figure 1). 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: A Part of English Graffiti. 

 

 Graffiti was also implemented on the Apple 

Newton. In 2008 aversion of Graffiti was introduced 

for iOS (iPhone and iPad) devices. An Android 

version was released in 2010.This paper attempt to 

introduce an Arabic Graffiti standard. 

 Several characteristics make Arabic language 

different fromother languages[2]. Many Arabic letters 

contain two parts: the body of letter and the 

complementary characters (dot, two dots, three dots 

and HAMZA). That’s mean two strokes are needed to 

input the most of Arabic letters. Two stokes mean that 

the input speed will be reduced and in some cases the 

recognition performance too [2].   

 In general there are three techniques to input 

characters: 

1. The recognition process started immediately after 

every pen-up. That’s it: the system recognizes series 

of pixels formed curve, the curve-start-point is pen-

down event, and the curve-end-point is the pen up 

event.  

2. The recognition process started after a number of 

pen-up events. Because many Arabic characters 

consist of two parts, it seems that’s this technique is 

most suitable for Arabic language. In case of one part 

character, the user must give signal to system, to 

alarm it, that’s no second part. That’s done in two 

ways: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeff_Hawkins
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shorthand
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Handwriting_recognition
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neography
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_Newton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_Newton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apple_Newton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IOS_(Apple)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_(operating_system)
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a. Input special character or pressing key instead of 

second part. 

b. The system must be supplemented with artificial 

intelligence approach to distinguish one part 

characters from two part characters. 

3. The recognition process started after delay (e.g.  

2 seconds). That’s it: the user can input one or more 

strokes containing one or more characters, these 

characters may form one word or more. The 

recognition process starts if he/she stopped for 2 

second. 

 Stated above about Arabic language still true for 

other languages as Urdu, Jawi, Pashto, and Bengali 

[3]. 

This paper addressed for second technique. 

 

Character shape design: 

 Arabic language consists of 28 letters. But 

because of the Arabic writing grammars, the original 

Arabic key board contains 42 letters and 7 diacritical 

marks. 

 Many Arabic letters have the same body and 

differing only with regard to the position and number 

of complementary marks (see Figure 2) [1] [4] [5], 

this cause confusing in recognition these characters. 

Fortunately the presented technique eliminates this 

problem. 

 
Fig. 2: Three letters with same body and different complementary marks. from right to left, BAA, TAA, and 

THAA. 

 

 One-line-shape for Arabic characters were 

suggested (table 5), these new characters had been 

designed under the following rules. 

1. The new shape should be similar to the original 

character as possible. (revision) 

2. When one character shares its body with other 

characters. The author tries to find a shape for this 

letter that doesn’t have complementary mark. These 

shapes are uncommon in printed texts, but they used 

often in handwritten texts (see Figure 3).  

3. In some cases, to differentiate between two or 

more letters having the same body, simply the second 

one-line-shape is drawn in reverse direction, and third 

one in the same direction but after altering the 

original shape (table 5, letters BAA, TTAA, and 

THAA). 

4. When the above three rules failed, the author 

uses one-line-shape that’s not closely like the original 

one but remember about it. 

 
Fig. 3: Two letters with complementary marks (above), the same letters without complementary marks 

(buttom). 

 

Methodology and implementation: 

 First, the user must choose the preferred 

technique for him/here for sampling the Arabic letters 

(see Figure 4). The board is cleaned automatically 

when the user starts input new character. He/she can 

do that using any size, in any place in the board. The 

recognition process described in this paper consists of 

four stages [5](see Figure 5). 

 While off-line recognition deals with two-

dimensional images, on-line recognition is performed 

on a one-dimensional representation of the input. In 

the on-line case, the temporal or dynamic components 

of the handwriting can be recorded. This has several 

advantages: writing order, velocity and acceleration 

of the pen are available and can be exploited by the 

recognition process. Also, pen-downs and successive 

pen-ups can be used for stroke detection [6]. So it’s 

clear that the result is a sequence of point, distance 

between them is short or tall depending on the 

velocity and acceleration of the pen (see Figure 6a). 

These points must join together. To ensure high speed 

for presented recognition method, these points had 

been joined by straight lines not by a curves, this 

manner do not affect the recognition performance (see 

Figure 6b). 

 In this work any character was considered to be 

written using one stroke, so the curvatures of this 

stroke are the main feature which defines the 

character. To distinguish one stroke from others, the 

stroke just broken down into 16 equal segments (see 

Figure 7). after this step, the algorithm will examine 

every segment independently of others, calculating 
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it’s Slope, by the well known equation (Slope = Y2 – 

Y1 / X2 – X1), as we have the slope, we can calculate 

the angle tan
-1

 (X) to know in which sector it falls, 

then store it in array declared only to hold sectors of 

these 16 segments. 

 

 
Fig. 4: Main interface. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Recognition stages 

 

 

 

Fig. 6: Control Points feature extraction. 

 

Fig. 7: Letter KHAA after braking for 16 segments. 

 

Shape acquisition

Feature Exraction

Template matching

Recognition
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 The idea is to differentiate the curvature of stroke 

using 16 slopes, but because that’s impossible for 

human hand to write some thing every time as the 

first time, this 16 values will be vary from one 

attempting to other. So the array of 16 slopes was 

replaced by array of 16 sectors (Figure 8). So the 

segment may take only 8 directions not infinity 

number of values. This manner will dramatically 

reduce the different between two curvature strokes 

[7]. The eight sector idea is an expansion to 

traditional chain code [8].  

 Because the people tends to write using vertical 

and horizontal lines, the sectors were rotated 22.5 

degrees (named 8-S-22.5 Sectors), the developed 

system gave a much better result after rotation than 

before rotation. For example the stroke in Figure 7, 

will converted to following string: 

AAAAFFFGGGGAAABB. Table 2 illustrates the 

angles defined by sectors.  

 

Fig. 8: S-22.5 Sectors (8 indicates the number of sectors, 22.5 indicate the rotation angle). 

 

Recognition: 

 The system provided with database for all Arabic 

shapes in table 5. In any time the user can add, delete 

or modify existing shapes.  

 Recognition starts when pen-up event occurs, the 

stroke converted to 16 string characters. This string 

compared with all strings in database. The 

comparison process performed as follows: direction 

of every segment (i.e. sector) is compared with 

direction of corresponding segment in database for 

the first shape in database, first segment with first 

segment, the second with second, sixteenth with 

sixteenth. Stroke must compare with all shapes in 

database. The system evaluates the comparison as 

follows:  

 If the sector of first stroke segment is the same as 

the sector of the first suggested shape in the database, 

this evaluated as 100.   

 If the sector of first stroke segment is the same as 

neighbor for sector of the first suggested shape in 

database, this evaluated as 50 (e.g. the stroke sector is 

A, and the database sector is B or H). 

 If the sector of first stroke segment is the same as 

contrary sector of the first suggested shape in 

database, this evaluated as -100.   

 If the sector of first stroke segment is the same as 

one of two neighbors contrary sector of the first 

suggested shape in database, this evaluated as -50.  

 Other than above evaluated as 0. 

Table 1 illustrates these five rules. 

 After that the 16 result are summed. This mean if 

inputted stroke closed to one stroke in database the 

comparing result is 1600 (16 segment * 100 for each). 

-1600 will achieved if the drawn stroke closed to one 

in database but in reverse direction. The system chose 

the best matching degree as a recognition result for 

drawn stroke. 

 

 
Table 1: Sector values. 

Same sector 100 

Two neighbors sector 50 

Contrary sector -100 

Two neighbors contrary sectors -50 

Other 0 

 
Table 2: Sectors' angels. 

Sector Range  

A 238-23 

B 23-68 

C 68-113 

D 113-158 

E 158-203 

F 203-248 

G 248-293 

H 293-338 

 

A 

B C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 
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 Let’s take an example to explain this technique. 

Assume that drawn letter is KHAA and the database 

file has the next codes: 

EEEEEGAAAAAEEEEE (letter HHAA) 

AAAAAEEEFFGHAAAA (letter KHAA) 

CBHHHHAHEEEEEEEE (letter JIIM) 

 Because of being humans, it’s almost impossible 

to draw the exactly same stroke drawn when the 

database was built, so let’s assume that the drawn 

stroke to be recognized as illustrated in figure 6: and 

its code is (generated by program): 

AAAAFFFGGGGAAABB 

 At first it will read the first line in the file 

(EEEEEGAAAAAEEEEE), the comparing is done as 

follows (table 3): 

 
Table 3: Comparison two strokes. 

Segment Number Inputted 

stroke 

Saved 

stroke 

degree 

1 A E -100 

2 A E -100 

3 A E -100 

4 A E -100 

5 F E 50 

6 F G 50 

7 F A -50 

8 G A 0 

9 G A 0 

10 G A 0 

11 G A 0 

12 A E -100 

13 A E -100 

14 A E -100 

15 B E -50 

16 B E -50 

SUM  -750 

 

 So the accuracy is -750, this is expected as the 

letter HHAA is so different from KHAA, then it will 

do the same comparison to the other two codes, and 

of course the second code (letter KHAA) will get the 

highest degree, so it will be chosen. 

 

Result and Discussion 

 
 25 different students were asked to input 42 

Arabic characters, nobody of them have any previous 

experience with this system, i.e. 1050 characters were 

inputted. 652 characters were correctly recognized 

(62.09), but as mentioned previously the user must 

write as computer understand not as he want, so when 

user gain more experience the recognition rate would 

be better. this test was repeated 5 times. Table 4 

illustrates the result for five tested. 

 Its worth to say that’s all of errors had occurred 

because of human errors. That’s it: the student input 

shape other than the one correct from table 5 which 

the program can understand. 

 
Table 4: Tests result. 

Test number Corrects (from 1050) Performance rate 

1 652 62.09 

2 811 77.23 

3 889 84.67 

4 924 88.00 

5 979 93.24 

 
Table 5: One-stroke-shapes for Arabic characters 

    
THAA TAA BAA ALIF 

    
DAAL KHAA HHAA JIIM 

    
SIIN ZAAY RAA THAAL 
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TTAA DHAAD SAAD SHIIN 

    
FAA GHAYN AYN DHAA 

   
 

MIIM LAAM KAAF QAAF 

    
YAA WAW HAA NUUN 

    
HAMZA UNDER ALIF HAMZA ON ALIF HAMZA LAAM ALIF 

    
ALIF MAQ-SUURA MAADA ON ALIF TAA MAR-BUTTA HAA MUN-FARIDA 

 

   
TATWEEL HAMZA ON YAA HAMZA ON WAAW 
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